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RELATED EVENTS
Opening Reception
Friday, February 3, 5-9 PM
Tasting of Case di Latomie olive oil and Modican chocolate
Sicilian jazz singer Laura Campisi with Roberto Gervasi
Free during The Delaware Contemporary’s Art Loop
Presentation by Ralph Toporoff
Saturday, March 11, 2-3 PM
Photojournalist Ralph Toporoff discusses his experiences
with the mafia and on the film set of The Leopard
Free for Friends or $10
Artist Talk with Jane Irish & Serena Perrone
Sunday, April 2, 1-3 PM
Free for Friends or $5
2017 Gretchen Hupfel Symposium: Tumbling the Jewel
Sunday, April 23, 2-6 PM
A panel discussion of multiculturalism in Sicily featuring Marianne Bernstein,
Gaetano Cipolla, and Avinoam Shalem, with a dinner of fusion foods
Free Symposium | $25 Suggested Donation for Dinner

200 South Madison Street
Wilmington, DE 19801
decontemporary.org
Cover artwork: Alice Guareschi (top left), Liliana Moro (top right), Jane Irish (middle left), Loredana Longo (bottom left and right). Inside artwork: Jane Irish.

DUE SOUTH
allestru o suli

For Immediate Release, January 2017
Due South at The Delaware Contemporary
January 28 – April 30, 2017
Reception: February 3, 5-9pm

Due South is an international artistic exchange focused on Sicily, encouraging global
dialogue in a moment of heightened isolationism. The second in a quartet of volcanic island-based
investigations curated by Marianne Bernstein, Due South brings together works by
thirty-eight artists who have traveled or lived in Sicily. The multi-year project has initiated new
work, while embracing collaboration, observation, and process. The resulting exhibition
explores this enigmatic landscape through personal/geologic histories and multicultural
influences.
In light of recent geopolitical and social upheavals, international dialogue is more pressing
than ever before. By examining a place from both inside and out, the artists have created
both intimate personal reflections and works suggesting that we all are foreigners
somewhere. The recent refugee crisis has made many fearful of the mobility of foreign
bodies, ideas, and cultures. Conversely, Due South seeks to explore the back and forth of
both space and conversation: bringing artists across borders, and importing international
perspectives back home.
Italian artists: Gabriele Abbruzzese | Federico Baronello | Letizia Battaglia | Giuseppe
Buzzotta | Glauco Canalis | Gabriella Ciancimino | Massimo Cristaldi | Flavio Favelli | Benoit
Felici | Alice Guareschi | Carlo & Fabio Ingrassia | Filippo Leonardi | Cristina La Rocca
Loredana Longo | Liliana Moro | Ignazio Mortellaro | Francesco Nonino | Marinella Senatore
Massimo Vitali
US and International artists: Marianne Bernstein | Cindi Ettinger | John Broderick Heron
Andrea Hornick | Jane Irish | Kelsey Halliday Johnson | Isaac Julien | David Scott Kessler | Zya
Levy | Matthew Mazzotta & Sujin Lim | Andrea Modica | Petra Noordkamp | Serena Perrone
Alex Tyson | Lisa Wade | Midge Wattles | Steven Earl Weber

Due South will provide an unprecedented regional opportunity to view major international works
such as Marinella Senatore’s Nui Simu (That’s Us), a video featuring a collaborative community
performance organized by thirty miners in the town of Enna as well as Petra Noordkamp’s poetic
short film titled: Il Grande Cretto di Gibellina, created inside a land art work by Alberto Burri. Italian
artist Flavio Favelli will be completing a residency at The Delaware Contemporary to create a new
large-scale sculptural/architectural work. New works by leading regional artists are also being made
for the exhibition. Painter, ceramicist, and Joan Mitchell Foundation grantee Jane Irish was invited
into various palazzos throughout Sicily to paint on site. 2015 Pew Fellow David Kessler created a
new video work about the medieval hilltop town Tusa. Acclaimed photographer and former
Guggenheim Fellow Andrea Modica is exhibiting work from Sicily and working collaboratively with
Francesco Nonino on a project photographing plants from a radioactive military crash site in Lentini
(Catania). Serena Perrone has created a magical porcelain peep show reflecting upon the polarizing
traits of Tusa, the medieval hilltop town of her youth.
“For Italians, Sicily is South,” says curator Marianne Bernstein. “It is a very southern place, only
dozens of miles from Africa. Sicilians are shaped daily by a layered history and elemental
Mediterranean landscape in flux. Contemporary art is beginning to make its impact felt there, and
Sicilian artists have an important voice that can resonate globally.”

Due South began well in advance of the announcement that Palermo, Sicily, was chosen as the
location to host Manifesta 12, the renown international and experimental contemporary art biennial.
The festival will consider ideas such as “who owns the city of Palermo?” and “how to claim back the
city” with a focus on works addressing migration and climate change. The Mayor of Palermo,
Leoluca Orlando, recently commented that, “It is a moment for Europe to appreciate the
significance of its Mediterranean dimension and identity; Palermo brings Manifesta to the
Mediterranean and the Mediterranean to Europe. Manifesta is an opportunity to celebrate Palermo
for what it really is: a laboratory for the humanities, arts and culture.” Due South is actively working
on collaborations in Sicily for participating Due South artists to take place during Manifesta in 2018.
Bernstein’s recent projects are about losing oneself in travel and creating new relationships,
upending stereotypes. “I am fascinated by volcanic islands. Volatile geology has a tendency
to breed isolationism, a sense of pride and anger, but also a glorious independence and
passion. My hope is that as we navigate foreign territory as artists, we will be able to reshape
fixed notions– experiencing both ourselves and each other anew.”
For further inquiries: mariannebern@mac.com or rklug@decontemporary.org
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